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An Approach to Lasting
Peace in South Sudan
that Works

Al-Sudani
* Salva Kiir Gives Machar 48 Hours to Return to Juba and Resume Ofﬁce.
* MP Ofﬁcial: We Don’t Have Statistics on Sudanese Students in the ISIS.
* Auditor General Reveals Ghost Salaries.
* Sudan Afﬁrms Support to the Palestinian Cause.

Akhir Lahza
* Sudanese Passengers Stranded in Cairo Airport Due to the Postponement of Sudan Airways Flights.
* Rawat Oilﬁeld to Enter Production Cycle Next Year.
* Al Bashir to Mauritania on Sunday.
* Qatar Emir Receives Al Bashir’s Invitation to Attend the Completion of the DDPD.

Akhbar Al-Youm
* Foreign Minister Reveals European Promise to Support Sudan Joining the WTO.
* UN European Peacekeepers Left South Sudan without Permission.
* Industrial Chamber Conducts Surveys on the Food Processing Factories.
* Bread Consumption Raised to 45 Million Loaves Daily.

Al-Intibaha
* Salva Reveals New Information on Machar’s Coup Attempt.
* Khartoum Legislative Council Rejects Increase of Garbage Fees.
* Sudan Mourns Dr. Al-Tayeb Haj Attiya.
* 63 Cholera Cases in South Sudan, Trends to Declare State of Emergency.

Assayha
* SSMO: Sudan Imports 3 Thousand Commodities from China.
* Splits among the SPLM/IO, Leaders Lost Contact with Machar.
* Khartoum Support Juba’s Request to Join Arab League as Observer.
* Nile Tourism Banned Due to Hikes in Nile Levels.

Al-Ahram Al-Youm
* African Leaders Ignore Israel Request to Join the AU as Observer.
* SPLA Threatens to Fight any Foreign Forces that Enter South Sudan.
* Machar Survives Assassination Attempt in Yei.
*Floods Destroy Hundreds of Houses in West Kordofan.

Al-Ray Al-Aam
* Presidency Directs Banning Steel Companies on Standards Violations.
* Ghandour: Abu Mazin Visit Was Fruitful and Distinguished.
* HAC: Huge Number of Southerners heading towards Sudan.
* Sudan Calls on Arab League to Adapt UNAMID Exit.

Al-Youm Al-Tali
* Trafﬁc Accident In Wad-Medani/El-Obeid Highway Claims the Lives of 62 Passengers.
* HAC: Sudan Unable to Accommodate the Huge Numbers of South Sudanese Refugees.
* Chinese Delegation to Arrive Next Month to Discuss the Standards Mechanisms.
* UNICEF and WHO Agree to Provide Part of the Support to Rainy Season Impact Requirements.

Al-Sahafa
* The Most Dangerous Human Trafﬁckers Arrested in Kassala, 5 Hostages Freed.
* 171 Chinese Investment Projects to be Implemented: Al- Jaz
* Cabinet Endorses State Reform Reports.
* European Countries Evacuate their Nationals from Juba.

* By Dr. David Lefﬂer
The renewed ﬁghting in South Sudan puts its peace deal signed in August 2015 into
doubt, despite the latest ceaseﬁre. However, for leaders in South Sudan who seek
it, there is a solution to create lasting peace known in military circles as Invincible
Defense Technology (IDT). This method comes from the ﬁelds of social sciences and
quantum uniﬁed ﬁeld theory -- not from conventional approaches utilizing weaponry, and not from the ﬁeld of politics.
Although other militaries are adopting IDT,
unfortunately no concrete action has yet been
taken by South Sudan’s
leaders. Obviously, current anti-terrorism approaches are not working
and may actually inspire
even more terrorism.
Here is a way to prevent
terrorism by deploying a
simple, proven, advanced
human resource-based
military technology, with
minimal costs and training needed to implement
it. For most countries it
would cost less than one
modern ﬁghter jet. How
does it work and how is
it applied?
Military
personnel,
functioning as a societal
coherence-creating unit,
practice the non-religious
practice of Transcendental Meditation and its advanced practices together
in a group twice a day,
seven days a week. This
specially trained military
unit, an “IDT Prevention
Wing of the Military”
uses IDT to neutralize the
buildup of stress in the
national collective consciousness that ultimately fuels terrorism, war
and crime. As collective
stress and frustration subside, government leaders
and citizens alike are
more capable of ﬁnding
orderly and constructive
solutions to the issues that have separated
them for generations.
Experience with IDT in highly stressed
areas of the globe have demonstrated increased economic incentives and growth of
prosperity. Individual creativity and entrepreneurship increase as well. With greater
civic calm, citizens’ aspirations rise and
a more productive and balanced society
emerges. Such a society naturally disallows violence as a means for change, or as
an expression of discontent. With this, the
ground for terrorism is eliminated. Moreover, this positive change in social trends
takes place within a few days or weeks
after IDT is introduced. The changes are
measurable from such statistics as reduced
terrorism, crime rates, accidents, hospital
admissions, infant mortality, etc.
Such coherence-creating groups have
achieved positive beneﬁts to society, as
shown experimentally, in just 48 hours.
Modern statistical methods demonstrate
a consistent causal inﬂuence of the IDT
group on reducing conﬂict - an effect that

precludes chance or coincidence. The IDT
approach has been used during wartime,
resulting in reduction of ﬁghting, reduced
war deaths and casualties, and improved
progress toward resolving the conﬂict
through peaceful means. Its coherencecreating effect has also been documented
on a global scale in a study published in
the Journal of Offender Rehabilitation.
When large assemblies of civilian IDT experts gathered during the years 1983-1985,
terrorism-related casualties decreased 72%,
international conﬂict decreased 32%, and
overall violence was reduced in nations
without intrusion by other governments.
IDT is totally unlike any other defense
technology in that it does not use violence
in an attempt to quell violence. Not only
is this a more civilized approach, but also
the IDT defense technology supersedes all
other known defense technologies (which
are based on electronic, chemical, and/or
nuclear forces). Therefore, militaries that
deploy it gain the ultimate strategic advantage. And it has the added advantage
of being extremely cost-effective, requir-

ing minimal time and
training to utilize.
If Sudan’s leaders establish
Prevention
Wings of the Military,
they will ease the current high tensions, reverse centuries of mistrust and hatred, and
permanently prevent
future unrest. These
IDT units will create
genuine and lasting reconciliation and friendship where there was
once only hatred and
conﬂict. The powerful
IDT human-resourcebased defense technology disallows negative
trends and prevents
enemies from arising.
No enemies means no
terrorism and full security, as well as a normal, happy, productive
life for everyone.
By eliminating terrorism and ending decades-old cycles of violence, IDT units will
create lasting peace
and prosperity. Their
powerful demonstration of this nonviolent
peace technology will
gain worldwide attention. They will be
honored and respected
as great warriors who
served honorably in
their militaries for the
betterment of all humanity.
Extensive
scientiﬁc
research objectively shows that this approach works. Recent events show that it is
desperately needed. There is truly no other
solution.
South Sudan’s leaders must act now, before high social tensions inevitably explode again.
For a more comprehensive description of
the Invincible Defense Technology, please
visit the website Global Union of Scientists
for Peace (http://www.gusp.org).

*Dr. David Lefﬂer is the author of “A
New Role for the Military: Preventing
Enemies from Arising - Reviving an Ancient Approach to Peace.” He served as
an Associate of the Proteus Management
Group at the Center for Strategic Leadership, US Army War College. Currently,
he serves as the Executive Director at the
Center for Advanced Military Science
(CAMS) and lectures and writes worldwide about IDT.

